
Nexthink Experience helps you measure, manage and improve the digital employee experience every moment. By correlating 
technical performance and employee sentiment, you can see the true experience for the first time. Flexible dashboards 
provide key insights, while event visibility and visualizations enable rapid problem-solving. Nexthink becomes your central 
experience hub with real-time, actionable insights into every employee – across devices, applications, operating systems, 
locations and organizational end points.

Benefits
With Nexthink Experience, IT teams can pinpoint issues and solutions, automate 
remediation, and continuously improve employee digital experience across the enterprise.

Faced with constant change, IT teams are often trapped in a vicious circle – trying to innovate yet struggling to address the 
resulting employee issues. 

The world of work has changed forever. 76% of employees have an expectation for continued flexibility, and IT teams must 
be able to support this new way of work. (Source: Gartner – Predicts 2022: Digital Workplace is Foundational for Employee 
Experience, December 2021).

Employee experience became mostly digital, existing tech only gives a partial view of what’s happening. Faced with constant 
change, IT teams are often trapped in a vicious circle – trying to innovate yet struggling to address the resulting employee 
issues. To deliver the right digital workplace, IT needs visibility across everything. Nexthink Experience breaks this cycle by
providing the real-time analytics, employee feedback and automated remediation IT needs to progress from reactive 
problem solving to continuous, proactive improvement.

Nexthink Experience

Nexthink on AWS

Challenges
Eliminate the barriers to great digital experience

The Nexthink Solution
The cloud-native platform for managing digital employee experience
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Real-time insight
To prevent and resolve disruptions on time

Proactively improve digital experience
Automated issue identification and 
remediation

Provide the right technologies to every 
employee
Successful and efficient IT deployments

Find and fix IT issues faster
Troubleshooting made easier



Features

Nexthink on AWS

Nexthink Experience helps IT deliver a great digital employee experience by proactively managing and improving digital 
experience, helping find and fix IT issues faster, and helping IT provide the right workplace technologies to every employee.

Get started with Nexthink solutions on AWS
Visit AWS Marketplace www.nexthink.com to purchase or start a Free Trial today. 

Case Study:

Nexthink on AWS  |  Nexthink Experience

Analyze:

Nexthink Analyze offers IT teams unparalleled insight into their digital employee experience 
across every component of the IT ecosystem. Nexthink’s experience analytics provides a 
unique ability to manage digital employee experience and consistently improve the well-
being of IT, the business and—most importantly—employees. Nexthink Analyze monitors 
the performance and satisfaction of critical services to retrieve and visualize unique 
experience data; scores acting on the key drivers of digital employee experience measuring, 
managing and acting on the key drivers of digital employee experience

Engage:
Nexthink Engage cuts through the digital workplace noise with two-way communication. It’s 
an attention-grabbing notification that provides employees critical information, shares a 
survey, or helps them to fix problems that matter to them.

Application Experience:
Nexthink Application Experience delivers comprehensive visibility into employee 
experience with – and adoption of – SaaS applications. Real-time monitoring allows you 
to proactively manage application health as experienced by each of your employees. 
Problems are solved faster with guided troubleshooting and automated remediation –
even preventing many issues before employees experience them.

Challenges

Slater and Gordon followed several 
outdated IT frameworks which rely on 
waiting for user responses that 
required high headcounts. Without 
proper employee-centric visibility of 
their digital workplace, they could not 
optimally support their workforce, 
which lead to severe business costs.

Solution

Turning to Nexthink and its Experience 
Optimization dashboard where their IT 
teams were able to harness the power 
of proactive IT: solving an IT issue 
before a ticket was raised, or, better 
yet, before it had time to impact the 
employee. 

Results

Their IT teams adopted a proactive 
“engineering culture” and were able 
to reduce low-value repetitive 
service desk tasks to a bare 
minimum by leveraging actionable 
insights, automation and self-service 
tactics. 

Solution Brief
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http://www.nexthink.com/

